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Whether she's a good friend, a companion, or just an acquaintance, you intend to be supportive. Malignancy
is a life-altering challenge, but Marissa will equip and empower you to walk alongside your friend with like
and support."It's cancer. But how will you understand what she’s going through enough to learn what she
needs? What is it possible to say besides "If you want anything . . ."? . . some thing . Marissa Henley is here
to help show you the way. A cancers survivor herself, she lets you in on what having cancer feels like and
what your friend truly requirements. She prepares you to support your friend with both knowledge and
compassion. And she gives specific action actions and practical support assets to assist you show love in the
day-to-day information." When you hear the two terms you dread most from somebody you care about, you
know simultaneously that your friend's life has been turned ugly.
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God has provided Marissa so very much wisdom, however she writes with humility and honesty. A wonderful
book for a hard time Marissa Henley has written an excellent, thoughtful reserve about being the very best
friend we can be to someone who is fighting cancer. Cancer sucks, however your existence in your friend’s
existence brings a light in the darkest night. Your presence is necessary, and Marissa has provided you with
helpful information to being truly a meaningful and compassionate support to friends and family and loved
ones during this time. Filled with resources in the back to apply everything she discusses to the truth of
Loving Your Friend Through Malignancy.Cancer is inevitable, this is a component of our lives in one way or
another. I really believe that is why we need resources such as this on our shelves; we have to be prepared
and prepared to love in the hard locations. With malignancy as present since it is today, this book is a must
read for everyone! That is my honest opinion of the book. From loss and diagnoses to any emotionally
painful life change this book includes a beautiful framework for being a friend that remains through the
storm, the aftermath, and into her fresh version of lifestyle. If you are the author scanning this, I
cannot many thanks enough for posting and reflecting on your experience. I highly recommend this book to
you and to any of your friends who are strolling with their loved ones through Cancer. This publication
brought ease and comfort and purpose to my function as friend when it feels as though there is no way I
could possibly help. In God’s providence I browse this book as a pastor who at first was curious about
ministering to those who have cancers as a hypothetical scenario and therefore it wasn’t important but
then it proved I really did needed this reserve in ministering to a person who really had malignancy a few
months after I first began this book. Some Christians dealing with cancer usually do not expect much from
their church friends who are busy dealing with their very own lives and group of problems. Gave me a peek
in to what it may have already been like intended for my mom, a cancer victim. It had taken me a long time
to finish the book but I am pleased I read through this book gradually. Cancer is normally a big boogeyman
inside our tradition because it is indeed deadly and it takes more than a wan smile and a brief promise of
prayer to truly be of any help. You can be armed with simple, yet effective suggestions of ways you can
help a cancer patient and their family.Wonder ways to help? Marissa gives insight as someone who has been
on the getting side of this topic. I felt connected reading this completely. Beautifully and sensitively
created.I received a free of charge copy of the reserve from the publisher, which review is my honest
opinion. Although it speaks right to Loving Your Friend Through Tumor, this book is a beautiful guide to
loving through anything existence altering your friend faces. This is a great resource. I could not need
provided the support I've if it was not for you. This is a great reference for anyone who is called upon to
be a support for somebody going through the long road of cancer surgeries, treatments, and other
appointments during the cancer “journey”. Two chapters specifically that I really liked are “How IN ORDER
TO AVOID Saying THE INCORRECT Thing” and “Supporting A Friend Through Survivorship”. From my own
experience, the survivor part may be the hardest because a single is expected to be okay. I appreciate her
acknowledgement of the emotions of the suffering friend along with the helping friend and her description
of circles of close friends.I highly recommend this book to anyone who has been actually remotely touched
by way of a cancer medical diagnosis, whether a member of family, friend, or an acquaintance. It will also
be needed reading for anyone who is part of a cancer-treatment ministry or group.We received a duplicate
of this publication from the publisher. Stellar book for coming along side the suffering Loving Your Friend
Through Cancer is normally a gem. I would recommend everyone go through it, even though you don’t
currently know someone with cancers. The book consisted of thirteen chapters. It explained things I
would have never known, wished I didn't have to learn and ready me for the journey so I is actually a
better, even more supportive friend.The Publication Brought Comfort and ease and Purpose To My Function
As Friend Loving Your Friend Through Cancer, speaks right into the desire and dependence on love, service,
and care and attention during the hardest period of your friends life. You are changing lives, one friendship
at the same time. She writes about each sphere of a person’s life that's suffering from cancer so we can

better understand and help in those areas. There exists a wonderful source section in the back with issues
such as for example topical Bible verses and books for additional reading. I also appreciated the action item
checklist by the end of each chapter, which could serve as an excellent summary or reminder when the
time comes. But there will still be life-long results after beating the tumor. But sensitive souls are grieved
when few if any appear to care or come along side to greatly help. Again, I highly recommend everyone go
through this book to better understand suffering in ourselves among others. A must browse! It’s a heartrending situation that lots of of us have faced or will face once again. It’s personal and incredibly helpful!!
The writer also provides insights to the fears and struggles that our cherished one is facing.Because the
daughter of a cancer victim, Marissa’s experience gave me personally a peek into what it may have already
been like for my mom as a cancer individual.I love this book! When you have by no means walked alongside
someone with cancer, or lived through it yourself, you will still GREATLY reap the benefits of this reserve.
I am someone who fears stating or doing the wrong thing, and allowing it to keep me from stepping in to
support someone. Or I really believe that there’s isn’t anything I could really do. This reserve provides
insight and biblical wisdom in knowing exactly how we can support someone, even if we’re not sure how
close we are compared to that person among other folks. We might ask, “where is certainly my place in
assisting her?” This book is so useful in addressing that particular question. As sad since it is to need to
read this publication, I believe everyone needs to! Being educated and hearing those provides wisdom in
focusing on how to care for your beloved. It’s given me confidence to learn how to approach somebody
who is usually hurting and suffering. I've never had Cancer, but I've struggled with other diagnoses and
health issues that possess rocked my life. Extremely helpful; life-changing actually This is tremendously
helpful book on a very difficult topic of how to proceed when one’s friend is certainly going through
cancer. The book is written by Marissa Henley who herself is usually a cancer survivor. Marissa presents the
real tough situations surrounding a cancer analysis and gives practical ways to get through each a single. It
was extremely helpful and I took pages after pages of notes along the way. There is. I am glad this
reserve was written as I came across it immensely ideal for pastors though it had been created for lay
Christians in the church. I would recommend this publication and price it five out of five. It is great to
have this information before crisis strikes. All of the chapters were tremendously helpful. The 1st ten
chapters is focused on ministering to a friend who has malignancy. Chapter eleven shifts the focus on
ministering to close friends or church members where their spouse, parent or child have cancer. Remarkably
Helpful Book for Friends of Cancer Patient This book was my companion through the diagnosis and
treatment of my pal with breast cancer. I think it’s useful for one’s self and for strolling with anyone
suffering or going right through a crisis, also aside from cancer. This book collected my tears when I read
about things that upset me and provided me comfort that there was hope and curing and faith offered by
every instant of treatment. I cannot even say enough about this book except that it is a MUST Have got.
I suppose the best suggestion I can give is that I'm buying another copy, as I gave mine to an excellent
friend as she embarked on the procedure and wig shopping for her friend with breasts cancer. This book
was the ONLY thing I KNEW would help her. The road as a pal of a cancer affected person can be long
and lonely sometimes, but this publication was a friend for ME -- steadfast, honest, practical, and inspiring.
Because whether your friend is strolling through Cancer tumor personally or with someone you care about,
there is no heading back only forward right into a completely new version of life. I read this reserve from
the perspective of a malignancy survivor. She draws upon Scripture, her encounter with cancer, her
friends’ journeys, along with books on struggling. All opinions are my own. Filled with God-breathed wisdom,
personal tales, and practical suggestions, this book is crucial read and something to continue the shelf for
years to come. R Publications This is actually the perfect book to set up the Church Library and every
pastor must have a duplicate in his library. But it is not for everybody nor every Christian in an area
church. Why? Well the subtitle says everything: Moving Beyond “I’m Sorry” to Meaningful Support. So often

fellow Christians are not spiritually and emotionally prepared to help another believer have a problem with a
existence effecting illness that's not going away anytime soon.Don’t understand what to state to a cancer
patient? Our friend needs us as part of your. It can be comforting to realize that certain person doesn’t
need to fill all of the roles. This publication equips those that want to greatly help but need guidance in
thinking through what is needed, what's not helpful and where to start. Suggest this to anyone who
understands someone with tumor. Marissa writes from experience as she's both adored through the fight
and experienced the battle first hand. I recieved a free of charge copy of this reserve from the publisher,
which Is my honest opinion. I am so pleased that I could read this book and now have it within my library
to refer back again to of these difficult times. The author helps us understand the struggle from the
patient’s viewpoint, She gives practical “action steps” at the end of every chapter. I appreciated the fact
that she also addresses this from the amount of friendship we might have with a particular friend. I’ll end
up being referring others to this much-needed resource. I received a duplicate of this publication from the
publisher. OUGHT TO BE A SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS OR WEEKEND SEMINAR ATLANTA DIVORCE
ATTORNEYS CHURCH BOOK NOTES ON LOVING YOUR FRIEND THROUGH CANCER (Moving Beyond
“I’m Sorry” to Meaningful Support) By Marissa Henley; Excellent resource on a difficult topic! While finding
out another person you know or another person knows has cancer (or any long-term or life-threatening
illness) is heartbreaking, having this publication to recommend and share has been so helpful. P & Grateful
Marissa offers chosen to share her tale and what she learned with most of us! Everyone includes a role
they can help with anyone with cancer. I purchased this book to understand how I possibly could best help
someone you care about through cancer. It’s an easy task to say “call if you want something” but Marissa
assists identify helpful functions for family, close friends, and also those not so near to the person. Such
great info packed into a easy and heartfelt publication. It would make an excellent Sunday School class or
weekend seminar. So good Super practical and helpful. I love how Marissa ties her personal story into
practical means to support someone you care about with cancer.
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